Synopsis
Marc Holzer and Richard Schwester have written a fresh and highly engaging textbook for the introductory course in Public Administration. Their coverage is both comprehensive and cutting edge, not just including all the basic topics (OT, budgeting, HRM), but also reflecting new realities in public administration: Innovations in e-government The importance of new technology Changes in intergovernmental relations, especially the emphasis on inter-local and shared regional resources Public performance and accountability initiatives
Public Administration has been crafted with student appeal in mind. Each of the book’s 14 chapters is generously and colorfully illustrated with cartoons, quotes, and artwork—all reinforcing the book’s theme that the field of PA is rooted in the cultural and political world. Each chapter is also supported with a listing of key terms, exercises, and additional resources.
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Customer Reviews
I just finished my first semester for the graduate public administration program. This book was on the required material list. It was very informative and helpful throughout my first semester. The reading can be somewhat dry, but let’s face it, what textbook isn’t that way?

easy read but very dry and boring material, hard to stay focused 1 but the it was in new condition when i rented it -5
Really informative and you'll need this in the future to reference to academically (Undergrad, Masters', PhD student) and work

Book in worse condition then described, severely dog-eared and moldy/dirty front pages.

Great condition, excellent resource for my classes.

Straight forward and an easy read.


Dmca